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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The $2.3 billion Milwaukee Water Pollution Abatement Program won the ACEC Wonders of Wisconsin Engineering award in 2008 in the Special Projects category. At the time, it was Wisconsin’s largest public works project. The elements of the program, including the Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility and Deep Tunnel system, have won numerous engineering awards over the years.



Place in CH2M HILL History 

CHA P T E R 4 - South Tahoe Public Utility Project 

CHA P T E R 10 - Upper Occoquan Sewerage Authority  

CHA P T E R 13 - The Milwaukee Water 
Pollution Abatement Program  

CHA P T E R 20 - Rocky Flats  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company history book devotes chapters to only four projects and the MWPAP is one of those defining projects for the firm. The MWPAP was a project that changed the entire company. As Ralph Peterson, our former CEO, put it … “a real game changer”.Note that Tahoe and UOSA were both wastewater projects, indicative of the company’s roots in water and wastewater. Tahoe established CH2M as a state of the art technology leader. UOSA gave us a foothold in the east and carried forward the state of the art technology to discharge the wastewater plant effluent into a reservoir that supplies drinking water.



 Staff Size < 1,500 employees 
 Annual Revenue ~ $60 million 
 No international network, No O&M 

Business Group 
 In fact, no business groups (TBG / 

WBG / ESG) 
 Corvallis OR – Company HQ  
 Fred Merryfield passed away 
 Ralph Peterson (future CEO) – PM 

for Wisconsin paper mills 

 1977 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company was a traditional consulting engineering company back in 1977. Up until this time, the biggest projects were wastewater projects, like Tahoe and UOSA. To land a $2.3 B project like the Milwaukee Program was a huge win for a company that maybe did $60 million a year in revenue. As many folks know, Ralph Peterson was at the helm from the mid-1990s to mid-2000s to transform the company into what you see today.



CH2M HILL History - 1977 

Black, Crow and 
Eidsness  
Gainesville, FL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CH2M HILL also finalized its acquisition of Black, Crow and Eidsness in early 1977.  This acquisition expanded our geography into the southeast. The BC&E name was retained for about a year, then reverted to CH2M HILL only.



CH2M HILL (GLO / PMO) - 1977 

GLO – Mayfair Road 

PMO – Water & Mason 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Great Lakes Office (GLO) was located on Mayfair Road, just north of the Mayfair Mall. GLO was a regional office and covered all the Midwest states and was devoted to CH2M HILL clients. The Program Management Office (PMO) was located downtown at 743 N. Water St (Water and Mason) one block south of City Hall. The PMO was devoted strictly to the MWPAP and was truly a salt and pepper team, including MMSD, CH2M HILL, and subconsultant staff. The MMSD offices were located in the same building as the PMO, making it very easy to communicate and work with District management.For GLO, the entrance lobby you see in the photo did not exist in 1977. For PMO, the building to the south (Water and Wisconsin) did not exist in 1977.



Prior to the Milwaukee Water Pollution 
Abatement Program (MWPAP) 

  Community sewers  
– > 400 sanitary sewer overflow locations 
– ~ 120 combined sewer overflow locations 

  MMSD interceptors 
– 20 +/- sanitary sewer overflow locations 

  Treatment was provided at 2 MMSD     
plants and several community plants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the late 1970s the MMSD initiated the Milwaukee Water Pollution Abatement Program (MWPAP). The MWPAP was the first step towards meeting the clean water initiatives.  Prior to the MWPAP, the MMSD had approximately 20 sanitary sewer overflow locations and the local communities had an excess of 400 separate sanitary sewer overflows and 120 combined sewer overflow locations.  Additionally, sewage was treated at two MMSD plants and several local wastewater treatment plants.



MWPAP Drivers 

 Raw sewage overflows 
 Wisconsin DNR law suit (Dane County) 
 Reduce overflows 
 Compliance schedule 

 Illinois law suit (US District Court) 
 Eliminate overflows 
 Provide advanced treatment 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Raw sewage overflows were the main driver pushing MMSD forward. The MMSD was already under a judgment order from the DNR law suit when the MWPAP started. The judgment order from the Illinois law suit came when facilities planning started. This judgment order required advanced treatment which would have required substantially more facilities and also pushed MMSD into pilot plant studies to determine if the advanced treatment requirements could be achieved.To address the advanced treatment requirements and also support the Jones Island Facilities planning effort, we designed and built a $2 million pilot plant, a huge sum back in 1978. This was the first project for Dr. Glen Daigger, the company’s Chief Technology Officer, when he joined CH2M HILL. 



Approach 
 Program Management 

Office (master agreement) 
 Master schedule   

1977-1996 
 Up to 600 engineers 

associated with up to 88 
companies (MMSD & 
consultants)  

 Over 300 construction 
contracts  

 Worked closely with 
WDNR & EPA to maximize 
grant funding  (~ 48%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 1/2 years of planning; over 300 task orders, many of those included amendments. 600 engineers at the peak … over 1,000 folks total. For CH2M HILL, probably 400 people charged to the program in the first 5 years. That was 25 percent of the company!The Program worked with the grant funding team to advance design schedules to capture grant funds. For example, the Jones Island East Plant aeration basins design was reduced from 14 months to 8 months to capture grant money.



Main Program Elements 
 CH2M HILL – Program Manager 
 Tom Gibbs, Hank Padgham, Gary Beech, John Ramage  

 
Element Planning Lead Design Lead 
Wastewater System 
(interceptors / 
tunnels) 

 HNTB HNTB 

Jones Island 
WWTP 

CH2M HILL 
 

CH2M HILL 

South Shore 
WWTP 

Donohue (now 
AECOM+Donohue) 

Donohue 
(AECOM+Donohue) 
 

Solids Management CDM (now CDM 
Smith) 

(put into plant 
design) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main program elements were performed by teams that were led by different firms. CH2M HILL maintained its role as prime consultant and program manager for program coordination, quality control, scheduling, and budgeting for the duration of the program. The MWPAP was unique because the program manager and team were also involved with planning and design of the improvements. Tom Gibbs is widely credited with the original program management concepts and program office organization and carried us through the planning phase into design. Hank Padgham replaced Tom and lead the program through planning changes and design. Gary Beech spelled Hank and led the initial construction with John Ramage coming aboard later to lead the completion of construction.



South Shore WWTP 

Jones Island WWTP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
South Shore was built in the 1960s and is located in Oak Creek, about 11 miles south of downtown and Jones Island. A group of pipelines connects the two plants to allow them to combine solids processing capabilities. This presentation is focused on Jones Island, as that is what many CH2M HILL folks were dedicated to.



The Jones Island Wastewater Treatment Plant, listed on the National Register of Historic Landmarks, was 
one of the first plants to use the activated sludge process. Excess sludge is heat-dried and processed into 

Milorganite™, an organic fertilizer product sold and distributed around the world since 1923. 

Wonders of Wisconsin Engineering Awards 

Milwaukee Water Pollution Abatement Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Constructed in the early 1920s, one of the first activated sludge plants in the US. A few sections of the original plant remain in service.Making Milorganite fertilizer since 1923National Register of Historic Places, only wastewater treatment plant to have this distinctionASCE Historical landmarkAverage 120 MGD, Peak over 300 MGD, largest plant in Wisconsin



Jones Island – General Plan  

Secondary Treatment 

Solids Processing 

Prelim / Primary 

D
is

in
fe

ct
io

n Non-process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flow enters preliminary and primary treatment, then goes to secondary treatment, disinfection, then east to the outer harbor. The West Plant aeration basins and clarifiers (center portion of slide) have been around since the beginnings of the plant in the 1920s. East Plant aeration basins and clarifiers were constructed in the 1930s and expanded in the 1950s. Those existing facilities are supported by wood piles, each 40 feet long, spaced every 4 feet or less. Wood piles which remained below the groundwater level are in excellent condition, while those piles exposed to air have rotted away. West Plant concrete was similar, with concrete above the water line in poor condition. We ended up saw cutting off the top 4 feet of all walls and rebuilding the walls.



Jones Island – Aeration Basin Diffusers  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The activated sludge system of the 1920s was ahead of its time. Key features include plug flow, anoxic zone (filament control), and fine bubble aeration. The aeration basins include a custom designed aeration system using square diffuser plates. This design has never been repeated since 1982. Flat floor, zoned air distribution, and washdown header were all designed to reduce operations and maintenance costs. Plug flow, anoxic/aeration zones, fine bubble diffusers, and washdown headers are common now in all our designs.The aeration basins use bacteria and other micro-organisms to stabilize the wastewater. They consume the organic waste and grow. We later separate the excess organisms as biosolids.



 Planning / Pre-Design – 1978 thru 1981 
 Design – 1981 thru 1993 
 Construction – 1981 thru 1995  
 Over 50 construction contracts 
 Operations during construction critical 
 No effluent permit violations 

Jones Island Project History 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many construction contracts were multiple prime, counted here. Perhaps about 35-36 facilities construction contracts were multi-prime.Wastewater facilities are unlike any other facilities, as the incoming flow never stops and must be treated at all times to meet discharge permit requirements. Construction contracts were scheduled and executed to maintain plant operation and no effluent permit violations occurred during 14 years of construction at the plant!



 Kim Erickson – Project Manager  
 Key Concepts 
 Communication - No PCs, No e-mail 
 Design team located together 
 Corvallis core design team  
 Design contract lead engineers 

Jones Island –  
Planning and Design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kim was our project manager through planning and most of design. He was among the 12 people on the first PMO phone list. His management concepts formed the core team needed to move through design. Kim later went on to do tremendous things for the GLO office, including leading major projects for Beloit, Green Bay, MCES (Minneapolis-St. Paul) and Rochester, MN. For preliminary design, we rented the 9th floor of the PMO building to put the design team there. For final design, we rented an apartment building of about 14 2-bedroom apartments. An engineer occupied each bedroom, 2-3 draftsmen in the living-dining area. One apartment served as the main conference room and PM functions. Back in those days, the PM was responsible for picking the players for his team, which led to a lot of ownership in the project.



Jones Island – 1981 Solids Plan  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For such a large program, design of the plant was actually a very fluid process. The original solids management plan (yellow highlight) recommended anaerobic digesters, engine generators, dewatering, and landfill of dewatered solids. In addition, there were no on-site facilities identified to support the deep tunnel. District looked for 2 years for a landfill site and could not secure a site. This drove a change in solids management system concept from digestion back to Milorganite in 1983, 2 years into design. We needed to re-design on the fly to coordinate projects and keep on schedule.



Jones Island – 1983 Project Plan  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preliminary Treatment, Primary Clarifiers and East Plant were already under construction and when we re-configured solids processing to meet the new plan for Milorganite. In addition, the facilities needed to support the deep tunnel started to come together. This slide shows sketches, but we really had paper cutouts of guesstimated building sizes and then moved these cutouts around the site, a process known as paper dolls. Most difficult plant issues related to interconnecting tunnels and what piping was actually in these tunnels.The change in concept to Milorganite generated several projects related to pilot testing of drying technologies, evaluation of existing facilities, and preliminary design of process concepts. The final design for the Milorganite system commenced in 1988, 5 years after the concept was adopted.



Jones Island – Final Project Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yellow highlighted facilities represent the solids processing and inline system facilities added during design. The green highlighted building is the landfill gas turbine building, a project we presently (2012) have under construction, 30 years after our first construction package.



Jones Island – Kashube Fishing 
Village 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original Jones Island around 1900-1910 was a fishing village. Those occupants had to be relocated to allow for construction of the Jones Island WWTP.



 

Jones Island WWTP (WRF) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo 1 – 1981, existing plant before constructionPhoto 2 – 1987, lakefill, thickening building. Prelim / Primary / East Plant work done. Note that on Christmas Eve, 1979, a ship carrying over 1 million pounds of cement sank in docking slip 1 next to the plant during a storm. Our lakefill design was required to show that it would not make the wave action any worse. We had the University of Michigan hydraulics lab test various dock wall types (sheet pile, rock rubble, etc.) before deciding on a Japanese system called igloos.Photo 3 – 1989, Milorganite silos, disinfection, operations building, West Plant / New East Plant clarifiers. Silos had to be built first so we could store Milorganite. This sequence allowed the ability to demolish the existing storage warehouse (big rectangular building) and construct Dewatering and Drying.



Jones Island 
Dewatering and Drying Facility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dewatering and Drying (D&D) is the crown jewel of Jones Island. Over $200 million was invested in this one building, about 1/3 of the total cost of the plant.  Over 400,000 sq ft (about an acre footprint, 10 stories tall). D&D is the building on the left side, the two round tanks blend sludge prior to D&D, and Milorganite storage in on the right side, behind the thickening building.



Jones Island 
Dewatering and Drying Facility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An artsy view of equalization and blend tanks and D&D and stack in the background. The stack discharge is steam, as the water is evaporated from the biosolids.



Jones Island 
Dewatering and Drying Facility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A unique feature of D&D is that we have 24 2-meter belt presses on one floor, one of the largest single installations in the world. The MKE office is involved in a project now (2012) that replaces all 24 belt presses. The original design included provisions to get the presses into and out of the building, a consideration we should employ for all designs.The belt presses extract water from the biosolids, but the dewatered solids product is still 80+ percent water. The dewatered solids has the consistency of really soaked corrugated cardboard. If you try to pick it up, it falls apart.



Jones Island – Dewatering and 
Drying Facility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Capable of producing 200 tons of Milorganite per day, the plant burns natural gas to operate a turbine to generate electricity for the plant. The 11-foot diameter waste heat duct carries 900-1200 degree gas turbine exhaust to the dryers. The 12 dryers are rotating drums, each 8 feet in diameter and about 60 feet long. The product moisture is now less than 5 percent water. That’s only the start. There are many more processing steps to get the dried biosolids to become Milorganite.Milwaukee is the only city to have successful nationwide distribution and competitive pricing for its biosolids. About 45,000 tons per year produces annual revenue of about $5-6 million to help offset the cost of operation. Other cities typically have a local market and many simply give the stuff away. Good for Milwaukee citizens to have your poop spread all across the country, not just in your back yard.



 1,575 drawings < 16 months 

 30,000+ cubic yards concrete 

 169,000 feet (32 miles) piling 

 1,300 miles wires 

 2+ miles sludge/product conveyors 

 Milorganite samples 

Jones Island – D&D Factoids 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CVO, led by Jim Smith, executed the D&D design. Our contract scope was to design a facility to produce Milorganite, but there was no specification of what Milorganite is. We purchased Milorganite periodically through design and construction and stored these samples in the MKE office, just in case there would later be a dispute / lawsuit about the new facility. We finally got rid of these Milorganite samples around 2010.



(GLR / MKE) 

Reuss Federal Plaza (1980s) 

411 East Wisconsin (1990s) 

(GLO) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the MWPAP, we moved from Mayfair Road to downtown because Mike Anglea, our regional manager, wanted CH2M HILL to be more committed to the City of Milwaukee and we would also be closer to the PMO. For most of the Program, we were always presented in the news media as a Corvallis or Denver based company (i.e. an out-of-town company just here to loot the City of millions)We became MKE in the mid-1990s  as we significantly re-organized in 1995 under Ralph Peterson. Our geographic responsibilities changed. We got out new official logo in 1996. We hit a rough patch with MMSD from the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s as litigation over the deep tunnel was a cloud over us (eventually settled).A dryer explosion occurred in 1997, but we were eventually determined to have no fault.



Jones Island – 2012 

Graphic: courtesy of MMSD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right now, MMSD uses natural gas in their turbines to generate electricity and use the exhaust to dry biosolids and make Milorganite. The landfill gas turbine project is currently under construction and will be completed in 2013. This is a green energy project and is part of the MMSD’s commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. CH2M HILL performed the studies for MMSD related to greenhouse gas emission inventory analysis and power monitoring to reduce future energy usage. We also continue to be involved with wet weather work, including a plant capacity analysis project, which wrapped up in 2011.



Inline 
Storage 
System 

 
Green is from 

MWPAP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ISS Plan, original (green) and 2012 (orange)  521 Million Gallon Capacity – some reserved for separated sewer inflows.Several of the following slides are from the 27th Street Tunnel project, a recent tunnel project that was not part of the original MWPAP.



Typical TBM (in shop) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
N. 27th St Tunnel boring machine (TBM) in shop (2007). 24’-6” diameter bore. TBM andits trailing gear stretched over about 300 feet in length.



TBM Cutterhead 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cutterhead for N. 27th St TBM.(2007) Grippers extend to press on side walls. The cutterhead with 42 12”-diameter cutters turns at about 6 RPM and ispressed forward against the rock face. Cutters roll on the rock, cracking it into shards and rock dust, which is picked up by buckets on the cutterhead and use conveyor belts to move broken rock either to the muck cars behind the TBM or all the way back to the access shaft (up to 3 miles away). Rock is then lifted to surface in train cars or via vertical conveyor belts, eventually to be trucked to a spoil disposal area.For every foot of tunnel mined, about 35 cubic yards of broken rock is produced.



TBM Launch Site 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
N. 27th St Tunnel Boring Machine Launch Site. The first 300 feet of tunnel is excavated by use of blasting. Walls of blasted tunnel are then formed andconcrete is placed along the walls. The TBM is then built like a three dimensional jigsaw puzzle within the blasted tunnel. The TBM grippers push against the formed concrete walls and the turning cutterhead moves forward to contact rock at the face. Eventually the entire TBM is buried in the newly opened tunnel. Railroad tracks are placed behind the TBM as it moves forward. Trains supply materials to the TBM from the access shaft and carry away rock spoil to the shaft.



Typical Roof Support Rock 
Dowel System – possibly add straps/mesh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical roof support. 1.5-inch diam. holes are drilled 8-feet into the rock roof. (N. 27th St Tunnel, 2007). Then steel rock bolts or dowels are inserted intothe holes and tightened, creating a roof of rock blocks knitted together with the bolts/dowels. (Light brown area on the right side of the photo is a steel ventilation tube (3- to 4-feet in diameter) hung from roof to convey fresh air to the face. Vent air also clears train exhaust and other contaminants back to access shaft and to the surface.



STA 251+35 
  

“A Station that 
shall live in 

infamy.” 
 

1st Problem! 
2500 GPM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Niagara Falls. In the MMSD’s North Shore Interceptor Tunnel (1988) a major solution cavity in weathered dolomitic limestone bedrock that conveyed waterfrom surrounding aquifers to the tunnel. This was a major differing site condition, dramatically exceeding expected inflow from individual geologic features in the tunnel. Eventually this hole was filled with cement grout and the flow was reduced to an acceptable amount. This part of tunnel was eventually concrete lined.



Second Problem! 
Rock Dowels can’t be installed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The weathered, broken nature of the limestone rock made the use of dowels impossible. Drilled holes for dowels would collapse. We had to use bent steelribs and 4-inch thick oak timbers between ribs to support the fractured rock: total length of area of “ribs and boards” support: 2 miles. The project budget was significantly exceeded as a result. This area was eventually lined with cast-in-place concrete covering the ribs and boards support.



Combination: 
Ribs and Boards Plus Water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wet ribs and boards: groundwater inflow to the North Shore Interceptor Tunnel increased along the two mile length, making progress slow and laterconcrete placement extremely difficult.



Lesson Learned: 
Don’t mine down hill 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pumps for water. The North Shore Interceptor was mined down hill. The invert (floor) elevation of the tunnel at the south end was about 20 feet lower thanthe north end where the TBM was started. Water flows down hill. Eventually 7,000 gallons per minute had to be pumped uphill through the tunnel to its access shafts and to the surface, at great cost. If you can mine uphill, the groundwater will tend to flow away from the TBM, making the risk of flooding the machine much smaller.



A Tight, 
Wet 32’-4” 
Tunnel –  

 
Not for the 

claustrophobic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steel ribs, wood lagging, electrical transformers, railroad, horizontal muck conveyor, lighting, pumps and discharge hoses, ventilation fans, circular venttubes and lights take up much of the volume of the tunnel.



Connection bet. NS Ph 1 and Ph 2 
shortest , steepest waterslide in WI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the connection between the North Shore Interceptor PH 1a and PH 2a tunnels. PH 1a (location of camera) was 32-feet in diameter. PH 2a was 18-feet in diameter. The tunnel crowns were designed to match, leaving a 14-foot drop in the flow line. Difficult concrete work.



Best use write-in-rain notebooks 
when underground 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another major geologic feature connected to the rock aquifer allowing groundwater inflow was intercepted by the 27th St. Tunnel TBM in the last 700feet of a 10,750 foot tunnel drive (2009). 2,000 gpm. And these tunnel workers and inspectors REALLY do earn their pay. The worked to stem the flow by installing a 1-inch thick steel plate over the feature with rock bolts. It did not stop all the flow. The tunnel was eventually concrete lined.



Just a peek! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the N. 27th St Tunnel “hole-through” into the northern access shaft. (This tunnel was driven uphill from the south. The TBM’s cutterhead isjust becoming visible.)



A bit wider, please. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TBM continues into the access shaft, taking out more rock as it moves forward. Notice cutters mounted on the cutter head at various angles.



Breakthrough! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point the N 27th St. TBM has fully entered the northern access shaft. The cutter head will be dismantled to its various components andremoved through the vertical access shaft (at the camera location). Much of the TBM training gear was driven back to the south access shaft and dismantled there.



Inline Storage System at a Glance 

 Collectors 
 Shafts 
 Tunnels 
 Central 

Control 
System 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Inline Storage System (ISS) is MMSDs’ official name for the deep tunnel system.  It is sandwiched between the collector sewers and the treatment plants.  This shot is looking west from the Crosstown Interceptor with the North Shore Interceptor tunnel on the right.The ISS was and is a key component of MMSD’s CSO and SSO abatement program. Constructed primarily in the 1980’s and early 1990’s, the ISS was put on-line in February, 1994, putting MMSD far ahead of much of the rest of the country in terms of controlling both combined sewer and separate sewer overflows. Storage capacity of the ISS is 405 MG or about 1250 acre-feet.  The tunnel system is about 20 miles long, with tunnel diameter ranging from 12 to 30 feet.  There are 24 dropshafts and it is constructed 300 feet underground. This is an excellent picture of the tunnel when it was under construction.  



Consolidated Shafts 
 Intercepting structures capture 

overflows before spilling into the 
waterways 
 Collector sewers consolidate overflows 

and route towards the tunnels 
 24 Dropshafts (IIHL Vortex Type-H)  

– reduced size of drop chamber by 
dissipating energy through wall friction 

 9 Maintenance Access shafts 15 - 27 
feet in diameter 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Chicago system, and many others, provided drop shafts at each pre-existing overflow site.  Milwaukee had over 100 combined sewer overflow (CSO) locations and individual drop shafts would be costly. The MWPAP planned, designed and constructed collector sewers, many constructed using then innovative micro-tunneling, to route flow from the many overflow points to 24 dropshafts. The MWPAP subcontracted to the Iowa Institute of Hydraulics Laboratories to research and develop a more efficient dropshaft, the vortex type-H, that has been used in many subsequent tunnel programs. The maintenance access shafts were the original construction access shafts, finished off as maintenance access shafts and used as such and also provide surge relief.



Tunnels 
 

• 12 to 30 foot diameter  

• ~ 20 miles long  

• 300 feet below ground 

• 400+ million gallons 

• grouted rock surface 

• 40% concrete lined 

•3 ~ 50 MGD dewatering 
pumps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice the access shaft ascending vertically from the top of the tunnel, about 200 feet east of the intersection of the Crosstown and North Shore tunnels.One of the goals of the MWPAP was to eliminate separate sewer overflows up to the “storm of record”.  The storm of record at the time was based on 40 years of information available through 1980. We have had very extreme rainfalls since that time; greater than that storm of record.  The other goal was to reduce CSO overflows in the area to a level compliant with the Clean Water Act. This CSO plan was adopted prior to the EPA CSO policy but is consistent with that policy.  



Real Time 
Controls 

 12 automated pump 
stations 

 38 automated diversions 
 176 passive diversions 
 250 level monitoring 

stations 
 103 RTUs 
 Dedicated Telephone 

Lines 
 Central control computer 
 17 weather stations 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The collection system controls were designed in 1983, installed in 85 and 86, and all but the tunnel portion became operational in 1986. The real time controls in the pre-existing interceptors substantially reduced the frequency of sanitary sewer overflows, and reduce basement flooding – even before the tunnel was on line. Reliance on these real time controls (RTCs), and on weather prediction , reduced the ISS tunnel size by about half. The collection system controls received awards in the late 1980s. In 2000-2004, first CDM, then European contractors, working under a US  EPA demonstration contract,  reviewed the MMSD RTCs and found very little room for improvement. They also concluded that the Milwaukee RTCs managed one of the most complex systems they had ever experienced.  



j 

Number of 
CSO Overflows     
Pre (1991-1993) & 
Post (1994-2000) 
Deep Tunnel 
Operation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the impact the deep tunnel has had on the number of overflows per year.  Prior to the deep tunnel system, MMSD averaged 50 to 60 overflows per year.  After the tunnel came online in 1994, you can see the number of overflows dropped dramatically.  Only in 1999 and 2000 have we seen a recent, slight, increase in overflows.  This was due to various extremely heavy rain events (2000 was the third-wettest year on record.)
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Duration (Hours) 

Depth Duration Frequency Curves 
From SEWRPC Technical Report 40 

With Storm Data from Maximum Gage Reported to MMSD 

Jul 22, 2010 

7-Jun-08 

Jun 20, 1940 

Aug 16, 1983 

100 Years 

50 Years 

25 Years 

10 Years 

5 Years 

2 Years 

Aug 16, 1983 was severe 
storm of memory, used to 
size separate sewer 
conveyance during the 

June 20, 1940 was the 
most severe storage event 
from the 40 year period of 
record available to WPAP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The black background show the precipitation intensity-depth-duration statistics for the Milwaukee area. The lower two colored lines were the key storms used for design during the WPAP.  The higher lines, red and light blue, are much larger storms that hit Milwaukee in recent years. The MWPAP facilities overflowed, as expected, during these unprecedented storms.



MWPAP Summary 

 Facility Plan w/Environmental Assessment  ~ $247M  
 Jones Island Wastewater Treatment plant   ~ $678M 
 South Shore Wastewater Treatment plant   ~ $203M 
 Deep Tunnel                                ~ $705M  
 Combined Sewer Overflow/Connections to Deep 

Tunnel                  ~ $338M 
  

 Offsite Solids Management                           ~ $52M 
 MIS and Local Rehabilitation                        ~ $32M 
 Hydraulics and Control                                 ~ $30M 

 Total Cost : $2.3 billion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MWPAP was comprised of various elements with the total cost of approximate $2.3 billion. It should be noted of that total the deep tunnel itself was $705 million. Also note that at the time of the MWPAP, a Real Time Control System was installed in 1986 for a cost of approximately $30 million.  This was a state-of-the-art computer control system to operate the conveyance system. MMSD later upgraded this 1986 technology to 2000 technology.  



MWPAP 
Breakdown  

of  
Costs 

Construction                 ($ Millions)      % 
Jones Island             534.7     23.2 
South Shore            145.9        6.3 
Offsite Solids              37.5        1.6 
Interceptors & Relief Sewers    590.4      25.6 
Combined Sewer Overflow       285.8      12.4 
Sewer Rehabilitation               4.4        0.2 
Hydraulics & Controls                20.1        0.9 

Non-Construction 
Planning              78.3        3.4 
Design             132.5        5.8 
Program Management           143.1        6.2 
Services During Construction   261.7      11.4 
Land Acquisition             10.8        0.5 
Payments to Municipalities           4.6        0.2 
Other MMSD Costs             52.5        2.3 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the relationship between construction costs vs. “softer” costs. The MWPAP was also the incubator for CH2M HILL’s program financial planning.  CH2M HILL prepared cost projections, then prepared the rate projections  and helped support the rate increases through multiple court cases.  The rate structure was ultimately approved by the Wisconsin Utility Commission.  



  EMCS 
  Kapur and Associates 
  TN and Associates 
  Symbiont 
  Donohue – the current version 
  AES Engineering 
 Superior Engineering 
 

MWPAP Impact on Milwaukee 
Engineering 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is intended to show how many other firms were born out of the MWPAP, or rely on MMSD for much of their work. Many of these firms are led by ex-CH2M HILLers or MWPAP participants.



  Set the stage for major program work (Rocky 
Flats, Puerto Rico, London Olympics, etc) 

  Set the stage for major tunnel work 
(Singapore, Thames River) 

  Set the stage for core technologies 
(geotechnical, cost estimating, scheduling, 
permit and consent decree negotiation, real 
time controls, dropshaft hydraulics, utility 
management services) 

MWPAP Impact on CH2M HILL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MWPAP really helped the company grow to where we are today. Not only did the Program enhance the company’s resume, many of the staff were involved in other major projects as well. Examples of MWPAP program managers – Hank Padgham helped develop program guidelines for Puerto Rico. Gary Beech and John Ramage have been key players in London Olympics and Thames River programs, respectively. 



MWPAP Impact on Water Quality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By reducing overflows and increasing the reliability of the treatment plants, we helped the environment, the key goal of the MWPAP. This photo includes part of the Milwaukee Riverwalk system. How many people know CH2M HILL was part of this concept to develop the riverfront?



 Milwaukee Riverwalk 
 Milwaukee Water (Linnwood, Howard Ave) 

 Wisconsin Ave Viaduct 
 Marquette Interchange 
 North-South Freeway 
 Menomonee Valley 
 Milwaukee River (Lincoln Park) 
 …and others 

CH2M HILL Impact on Milwaukee 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning away from the Program … You could say that the Program did all the great things for Milwaukee engineering and water quality, but we (as CH2M HILL) have done more visible good here in Milwaukee than most CH2M HILL locations. Just a short drive around town and you can see examples of our planning , design, and construction efforts. Everyone should be proud of our contributions to the Milwaukee community.



 

End of Presentation 
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